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Would this hurt?
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…but how do you explain it?

OF COURSE!!!
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How about this?
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… how do you explain it?

If it hurt him lifting
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Two-edged 
sword?

1. Intense load increases exposure (and 
thus increased risk of tissue injury) 

2. Load can lead to fatigue (and can thus 
lead to increased risk of tissue damage) 

3. Load, which optimises fitness will make 
the athlete more resilient to tissue 
injuries

Windt J, Gabbett TJ. Br J Sports Med 2016
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Or just 
paradigm?!?



ANATOMY 

Necessitates a (God-given) energy (e.g. 
a soul) to explain conscious 
experiences (including pain) = dualism
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NEUROSCIENCE; BRIDGING THE GAP 
BETWEEN MIND AND BODY 

Provides a scientific (natural) explanation to 
sensations and experiences
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ACUTE PAIN

NOCICEPTION

PAIN

1
See www.iasp-pain.org for full reference 
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FIRE (HEAT)?

RADIO WAVES? ELECTRICITY?

E. COLI BAKTERIA? TOUCH?

Textbook of Pain (4th ed) McMahon et al. © 2020  I  www.videnomsmerter.dk

NOCICEPTIVE STIMULI ARE EITHER:

COLDHOTCHEMICAL MECHANICAL

Textbook of Pain (4th ed) McMahon et al.
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The axon-reflex

MODULATION 
IN THE 
PERIPHERAL 
NERVOUS 
SYSTEM

Chui IM, von Hehn CA and Woolf CJ Neurogenic inflammation and the peripheral nervous 
system in host defense and immunopathology  Nature Neuroscience 2012(15):8 
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their structure and composition to best meet the
mechanical demands of routine loading. Deviations
from routine or steady-state loading provide a stimulus
for tissue adaptation that allows tissues to meet the
mechanical demands of a novel environment.

Fundamental Principle B—Biological tissues exhibit 5
characteristic responses to physical stress. Each response
is predicted to occur within a defined range along a
continuum of stress levels. Specific thresholds define the
upper and lower stress levels for each characteristic
tissue response. These thresholds can be viewed as
boundaries for the effective dose-response to physical
stress. The 5 qualitative responses to physical stress are
decreased stress tolerance (eg, atrophy), maintenance,
increased stress tolerance (eg, hypertrophy), injury, and
death.

Fundamental Principle C—Physical stress levels that are
lower than the maintenance range result in decreased
tolerance of tissues to subsequent stresses. Atrophy is
one common mechanism by which tissues become less
tolerant of subsequent physical stresses (Fig. 2). Atrophy
occurs when tissue degeneration exceeds tissue produc-
tion and has been observed in all 4 major organ systems
in response to reduced stress levels (Tab. 3). Other
examples of adaptations that may reduce stress tolerance
include hormonal changes, altered cell membrane excit-
ability, and changes in the material properties of tissues
(Tab. 3).

Fundamental Principle D—Physical stress levels that are
in the maintenance range result in no apparent tissue

change. Tissue homeostasis occurs when tissue degener-
ation is equal to tissue production, resulting in tissue
turnover without net gain or loss. The range of stress
levels that promote tissue homeostasis is defined as the
maintenance stress range and may be different for different
people. This steady-state or equilibrium response occurs
when tissues are exposed to the same levels of stress to
which they have become accustomed.

Fundamental Principle E—Physical stress levels that
exceed the maintenance range (ie, overload) result in
increased tolerance of tissues to subsequent stresses.
Hypertrophy is one common mechanism by which tis-
sues become more tolerant of subsequent physical
stresses (Fig. 3). Hypertrophy occurs when tissue pro-
duction exceeds tissue degeneration, and can be defined
as a general increase in bulk of a tissue.19 In general,
biological tissues adapt to increased levels of stress by
increasing cross-sectional area, density, or volume
(Tab. 3). Other examples of adaptations that may
increase tissue stress tolerance include hormonal
changes, altered cell membrane excitability, and
changes in the material properties of tissues (Tab. 3).
Although stress overload can promote tissue hypertro-
phy and improve stress tolerance, adequate recovery
between bouts of increased stress is needed for this
adaptive response to occur (see below).20

Fundamental Principle F—Excessively high levels of
physical stress result in tissue injury. For the purposes of
this theory, injury is defined as tissue damage caused by
excessive stress resulting in pain or discomfort, impaired
function of the tissue, or both. Damages that are not felt

Figure 1.
Effect of physical stress on tissue adaptation. Biological tissues exhibit 5
adaptive responses to physical stress. Each response is predicted to
occur within a defined range along a continuum of stress levels. Specific
thresholds define the upper and lower stress levels for each character-
istic tissue response. The relative relationship between these thresholds is
fairly consistent between people, whereas the absolute values for
thresholds vary greatly.

Figure 2.
Effect of prolonged low stress lowers thresholds for subsequent adapta-
tion and injury. Prolonged physical stress levels that are lower than the
maintenance range result in decreased tolerance of tissues to subse-
quent stresses (eg, atrophy). Although relative thresholds remain the
same, the absolute magnitude of physical stress is lower for each
threshold. Injury (and all other adaptations) occurs at a lower level of
physical stress than required previously.

Physical Therapy . Volume 82 . Number 4 . April 2002 Mueller and Maluf . 387
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Physical Stress Theory
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Mueller MJ, Maluf KS. Phys Ther. 2002 Apr;82(4):383-403. 
Tissue adaptation to physical stress: a proposed "Physical Stress Theory” 

to guide physical therapist practice, education, and research
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Mueller & Maluf (2002) on the limitations of Physical Stress Theory“

…we cannot know if 
a tissue is about to 
be damaged until it 
starts to show signs 
of inflammation…”.

“
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INFLAMMATION 
IS ALWAYS 
NOCICEPTIVE

DAYS WEEKS MONTHS YEARS
Inflammation Proliferation Remodelling

strength of well-trained healthy tissue

well-trained damaged tissue

Adapted from professor Tim Watson’s website/blog 
http://www.electrotherapy.org/modality/soft-tissue-repair-and-healing-review
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Stanford Medicine | June 1st - 2nd 2019 
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SENSITIZATION IN A NUT SHELL
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DIY…
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THE DARK SIDE 
OF PLASTICITY

Read more here: Ru-Rong Ji, Alexander Chamessian and Yu-Qiu Zhang Pain regulation 
by non-neuronal cells and inflammation Science 354 (6312), 572-577 
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ACTIVITY OR 
TRANSCRIPTION 
DEPENDENT?
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THE 'TRUE’ CENTRAL 
SENSITIZATION PHENOMENA

HALLMARK FINDINGS: 
• Increased synaptic efficacy (pre- og postsynaptc) 
• Reduced inhibition 
• Increased membrane exitability 

PROPOSED CLINICAL RELEVANCE: 
• Spread of pain to areas without pathology (secondary hyperalgesia) 
• After sensations 
• Reduced threshold for temporal summation 
• Can be maintained by low-frequent stimuli

however, CS is reversible…

as described by Woolf CJ (2010)
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NEUROPATHIC 
PAIN

2 NERVE DAMAGE

PAIN

See www.iasp-pain.org for full reference 
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NEUROPATHIC 
PAIN

Finnerup ND et al. PAIN 2016, Haanpää et al. Pain 2011

willaddtotheevidenceofsomatosensorypathwayinvolvement,
allowingasubsequentdesignationoftheconditionasprobable
neuropathicpain.Sensoryfunctionisdifficulttoevaluateindeep
tissueandviscera.Forthatreason,alevelofcertaintybeyond
possibleneuropathicpaincanrarelybeobtainedforvisceralor

deepsomatictypesofpain.Innervationterritoriesofnervesand
rootsvarybetweenindividuals,theyarenotalwaysclearly
demarcated,andthereisoftenoverlapbetweenthem.Because
ofcentralsensitizationphenomena,theareasofallodyniaand
hyperalgesiamayextendbeyondtheinnervationterritory.35

Table1

Commonneuropathicpainconditionsandneuroanatomicallyplausibledistributionofpainsymptomsandsensorysigns.

NeuropathicpainconditionNeuroanatomicallyplausibledistributionof
painandsensorysigns

Illustrationoftypicaldistribution

TrigeminalneuralgiaWithinthefacialorintraoraltrigeminalterritory.

PostherpeticneuralgiaUnilateraldistributedinoneormorespinal
dermatomesorthetrigeminalophthalmicdivision.

PeripheralnerveinjurypainIntheinnervationterritoryofthelesionednerve,
typicallydistaltoatrauma,surgery,or
compression.

PostamputationpainInthemissingbodypartand/orintheresiduallimb.

PainfulpolyneuropathyInfeet,mayextendtoinvolvelowerlegs,thighs,and
hands.

PainfulradiculopathyDistributionconsistentwiththeinnervationterritory
ofthenerveroot.

Neuropathicpainassociatedwithspinalcord
injury

Atand/orbelowthelevelofthespinalcordlesion.

CentralpoststrokepainContralateraltothestroke.Inlateralmedullary
infarction,thedistributioncanalsoinvolvethe
ipsilateralsideoftheface.

Centralneuropathicpainassociatedwith
multiplesclerosis

Canbeacombinationofdistributionsseeninspinal
cordinjuryandstroke.

August2016·Volume157·Number8www.painjournalonline.com1603

will add to the evidence of somatosensory pathway involvement,
allowing a subsequent designation of the condition as probable
neuropathic pain. Sensory function is difficult to evaluate in deep
tissue and viscera. For that reason, a level of certainty beyond
possible neuropathic pain can rarely be obtained for visceral or

deep somatic types of pain. Innervation territories of nerves and
roots vary between individuals, they are not always clearly
demarcated, and there is often overlap between them. Because
of central sensitization phenomena, the areas of allodynia and
hyperalgesia may extend beyond the innervation territory.35

Table 1

Common neuropathic pain conditions and neuroanatomically plausible distribution of pain symptoms and sensory signs.

Neuropathic pain condition Neuroanatomically plausible distribution of
pain and sensory signs

Illustration of typical distribution

Trigeminal neuralgia Within the facial or intraoral trigeminal territory.

Postherpetic neuralgia Unilateral distributed in one or more spinal
dermatomes or the trigeminal ophthalmic division.

Peripheral nerve injury pain In the innervation territory of the lesioned nerve,
typically distal to a trauma, surgery, or
compression.

Postamputation pain In the missing body part and/or in the residual limb.

Painful polyneuropathy In feet, may extend to involve lower legs, thighs, and
hands.

Painful radiculopathy Distribution consistent with the innervation territory
of the nerve root.

Neuropathic pain associated with spinal cord
injury

At and/or below the level of the spinal cord lesion.

Central poststroke pain Contralateral to the stroke. In lateral medullary
infarction, the distribution can also involve the
ipsilateral side of the face.

Central neuropathic pain associated with
multiple sclerosis

Can be a combination of distributions seen in spinal
cord injury and stroke.
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Post amputation
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Diagnostic test confirming a 
lesion or disease of the 

somatosensory nervous system 
explaining the pain

Other more 
likely cause? Not neuropathic pain

Yes

Pain is associated with sensory signs in the same 
neuroanatomically plausible distribution (c) 

Yes

Probable 
neuropathic pain

Yes

Possible 
neuropathic pain

PAIN

A history of relevant neurological lesion or disease (a) or 
Pain distribution neuroanatomically plausible (b) 

Primary complaint

History

Examination

Confirmatory test

Not neuropathic pain
No

Adapted from Finnerup NB, et al. Neuropathic pain: An updated grading system 
for research and clinical practice. PAIN 2016; 157(8)

Yes

Definite 
neuropathic pain

a)  History, including pain descriptors, the presence of nonpainful sensory symptoms, and 
aggravating and alleviating factors, suggestive of pain being related to a neurological lesion and not 
other causes such as inflammation or non-neural tissue damage. The suspected lesion or disease is 
reported to be associated with neuropathic pain, including a temporal and spatial relationship 
representative of the condition; includes paroxysmal pain in trigeminal neuralgia. 
  
b) The pain distribution reported by the patient is consistent with the suspected lesion or disease. 

c) The area of sensory changes may extend beyond, be within, or overlap with the area of pain. 
Sensory loss is generally required but touch-evoked or thermal allodynia may be the only finding at 
bedside examination
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NOCIPLASTIC 
PAIN

3 NOCIPLASTIC…

PAIN

See www.iasp-pain.org for full reference © 2020 | Dr Morten Hoegh | PhD MSc Pain Spec-PT EDPP  

Pain is more than 
nociception…

Pain intensity and bothersome ness is highly influenced 

by social / contextual factors, e.g. 

- what we believe and have learned to believe in 

- what our families and friends believe in 

- cultural and societal norms around us 
- what we expect will happen 

- what experiences we have (related or unrelated) 

- current 'biological homeostasis'  

- our genetic make-up and epigenetic influences 
- and a lot of things we (also) don’t know about…
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PAIN TEND TO

- be attention demanding 

- feel awful or uncomfortable 

- be embodied (and explained as such, e.g. back pain) 

- be a motivator to facilitate  
- contextual learning (pattern generator and update priors) 
- influence on behaviour and movement 

- correlate with changes in mood and social competencies 

- be a unified experience but conceptualized as causally 
related to simple factors (e.g. movement, thoughts, mood)

© 2020 | Dr Morten Hoegh | PhD MSc Pain Spec-PT EDPP  

! ACUTE 
PAIN IS NOT 
THE SAME 
AS CHRONIC 
PAIN…! 

ACUTE CHRONIC

Easily related to 'survival' or danger Maladaptive / nonspecific causation

Causal relationship (stimulus-
response) is easy to understand Influences self-awareness and 'me'

is 'salient' and motivating Highly complex and often 
unpredictable

Pain usually decreases over time Pain is not easily modulated

QoL is only temporarily affected Associated with longlasting influences 
on function and QoL

Social recognition is usually easy Frustrating, stigmatising and invisible

Pain-relieving treatments are effective Relief is usually temporary (at best)

© 2020 | Dr Morten Hoegh | PhD MSc Pain Spec-PT EDPP  

Yan Lu et al., Pain Medicine April 2019

When chronic pain is considered a 
symptom, it often leads to the belief that 
chronic pain would be eliminated if the 
original disease were treated appropriately. 
Unfortunately, this is generally not the case. 
Just treating the inciting disease or injury 
does not resolve chronic pain disorders in 
most cases.

“ 
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WHAT IS 'CHRONIC' PAIN?

Pain in one or more anatomical regions that persists or 
recurs for longer than 3 months and is associated with 
significant emotional distress or functional disability 
(interference with activities of daily life and participation 
in social roles) and that cannot be better accounted for 
by another chronic pain condition.

Treede, Rolf-Detlef et al. PAIN: January 2019 - Volume 160 - Issue 1 - p 19–27
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CHRONIC 
PRIMARY 
PAIN (ICD-11)

secondary headache or orofacial pain,5 chronic secondary
visceral pain,2 and chronic secondary musculoskeletal pain.35

4.1. The general structure of the classification of chronic
primary pain

Chronic primary pain can occur in any body system (eg,
nervous, musculoskeletal, and gastrointestinal systems),
and in any body site (face, low-back, neck, upper-limb,
thorax, abdominal, pelvis, and urogenital region), or in
a combination of body sites (eg, widespread pain). This is
mirrored by the general structure of the classification.
Subtypes of CPP are listed in Figure 1. A complete overview
of all CPP conditions as implemented in the ICD-11
foundation layer is provided in the supplementary material
accompanying this article (available at http://links.lww.
com/PAIN/A658).

In the “frozen linearization” of ICD-11, CPP receives the
diagnostic code MG30.0. If, however, the subtype remains
unclear, the code “chronic primary pain unspecified” (MG30.0Z)
will be appropriate. We expect that the subtypes are more
informative and will often be identified easily.

4.2. The diagnostic codes in the classification of chronic
primary pain

All codes share the characteristics of CPP explained above.
Specifically, it is chronic pain in one or more anatomical regions
that persists or recurs for longer than 3 months and is associated
with significant emotional distress and/or significant functional
disability. The emotional distress can take many forms, such as
demoralization, depressed mood, anxiety, anger, or frustration.
Functional disability also covers a wide range of interference in
daily life, such as difficulties working, sleeping, or taking part in

Figure 1. The general structure of the classification of chronic primary pain. Level 1 and 2 are part of the 2018 frozen version of ICD-11; level 3 has been entered
into the foundation layer. According to the new concept of multiple parenting in ICD-11, an entity may belong to more than one group of diagnoses.

30 M. Nicholas et al.·160 (2019) 28–37 PAIN®
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aka “pain-as-
a-syndrome”
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CHRONIC SECONDARY PAIN (ICD-11)

CHRONIC 

SECONDARY

PAIN

4
Chronic secondary headache and 
orofacial pain 
chronic headache, facial or dental pain

5
Chronic secondary visceral pain 
pain secondary to diseases in the organs of the 
face, neck, thorax, abdomen or pelvis

6
Chronic secondary 
musculoskeletal pain 
pain secondary to diseases in bones, tendons, 
joints etc. including inflammatory diseases

1Chronic cancer-related pain 
pain after cancer or treatment hereof

2
Chronic post-traumatic and 

post-surgical pain 
new or increased pain lasting more than three 

months after tissue trauma

3
Chronic neuropathic pain 
pain after injury to or diseases in the 

somatosensory nervesystem (peripheral or 
central)

aka “pain-as-a-symptom”
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ALLOW THE PATIENT 
TO BE THE EXPERT

-

ALLOW THE PATIENT TO SET 
THE GOALS AND THE PACE

FACILITATE SELF-
MANAGEMENT

SUPPORT TRUST AND CREATE 
ROOM FOR TALKING ABOUT 
DESIRES AND WORRIES

1

2

3

4

CONTEMPORARY  
PT GOALS

Edgerton K et al. (2019) A physical therapist’s role in pain 
management: A biopsychosocial perspective  

EXERCISE

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…
Physio-
therapy

MANUAL 
THERAPY

COUNTER-
IRRITATION

EDUCATION

PERFORMANCE 
OPTIMISATION

COACHING

e.g. Mulligan, McKenzie, Maitland

Functional movements > Specific exercises

“Pain inhibits pain”, e.g. 
TENS, acupuncture, ice etc.

Strength & endurance training,  
“movement corrections”

Patient-eduction, psychotherapy and CBT (e.g. pain education)

Motivation, activity adjustment, support…
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I hurts!!!

I should start being more active on a regular basis

Feels a bit like…(what I know/think is causing it)

It’s a sign of wear-and-tear; old age - here I come

NORMAL 
(ACUTE) 
PAIN
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COMPLEX 
(CHRONIC) 
PAIN

It hurts and makes me sad

Should I be worried? Will it change my life??

Will I ever be 'like before'?

Does the Dr even know what is wrong with me? Does anyone?

What am I doing wrong (if I did everything 'right’ pain would disappear)?

I have a feeling they don’t believe me…

I should have never…

I know never to…. again

Be active? Right! But how???

I’m sure they’re missing something on the scans
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HOW THE PATIENT LOOKS MAY NOT BE RELEVANT

…but how pain affects them sure is!
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😴
😅

😍
🤪🤩

😡🤯
🤢☠ 😱

DESCENDING 
MODULATION IS 
INHIBITORY AND 
FACILITATORY

Pro-nociceptiveAnti-nociceptive
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•“pain inhibits pain” (counter-irritation) 
•Studied with 

•Conditioned Pain Modulation (CPM) 
•Exercise-induced Hypoalgesia

“Bottom-up”
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•Placebo/nocebo effects 
•Studied with 

•Distraction 
•Attention 
•Stress 
•Learning (conditioning)

“Top-down”
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Our understanding of 
how pain inhibition works 

is still crude…
- but we know much more than ever before!


